The problem of bridging the gap between Theorems A and B is still unsolved. In this note, we remove this gap by proving the following Theorem.
There exists an even function (p(t), satisfying (i), whose Fourier series diverges at t = 0, while
where r¡ is any preassigned positive value.
PROOF. We choose three sequences of positive values (\¿), (aî) and (cí) such that 0 < Xi < X2 < • • • < X" -» oo ;2 af = log X,/Xí (i à 1), ofo -*■;
And define an even function:
Then, <£(/), being bounded, is integrable in the Lebesgue sense. By a number of direct calculations,3 we can arrive at the following results: License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
